WE UNVEIL THE WORLD OF MYSTERY
Member of different Detective associations In India and abroad

Website – amxdetectiveagency.com | Email – info@amxdetectiveagency.com , puribkumar@gmail.com | Ph. - +91 9891758759
The Chairperson of AMX Detectives, “Mr. Baldev Kr. Puri”, began his profession in the field of investigation from a very nascent stage and brought it to fruition with his handwork and dedication. With an experience of over 30 years, he’s also a member of very esteemed Detective Associations in India and abroad. He’s an Executive Director – Delhi Chapter Of Association of Private Detectives (APDI) & also a Core-Group Member of BNI (Commercial enterprise network global), as well. Giving meticulous information within the ideal time frame and within the frame of confidentiality is what we count as our strength. The information is thoroughly validated owing to his helping group of young & skilled investigators on Pan-India basis and overseas. We’ve got specifically designed services to meet precise necessities of every customer.

**AMX Detective Agency** is a Unit of **AMX Detectives Pvt. Ltd.** that is registered below Ministry of Company Affairs in India and is based in New Delhi, India. Apart from our head workplace, we also have our network spread throughout India. AMX Detective Agency India also provides specialised services in the Personal and Corporate field to NRI’s, as well.

**Mission** - The task of the “AMX Detectives Pvt. Ltd.” is to offer robust services throughout India and also tie up with expert research corporations in foreign countries. Our services are delivered by and under professional and vigilant supervision in both Company as well as Non-Company (individual) stages, throughout India & abroad. Read More.
What We Do?

PERSONAL INVESTIGATIONS
- Pre Matrimonial
- Post Matrimonial
- Divorce Cases
- Loyalty Test
- Extramarital Affairs
- Litigation Support
- Still Photo & Videography
- Undercover Operations
- Surveillance Detectives

CORPORATE INVESTIGATIONS
- Pre Employment
- Post Employment
- Asset Verification
- Missing Person
- Trademark Infringement
- Copyright Infringement
- Employee Theft
- Business Interference
- Risk Analysis

NEED HELP? CALL OUR AWARD-WINNING TEAM 24/7 AT +91 9891758759
The most important part of a person is his/her family. Any disturbance in person's family life would have devastating effect on all members. Utmost priority should be given to investigation before stepping into matrimony, as it has enough capacity to make or break an individual and his/her family for years to come. Taking the decision to get married should be taken with complete in-hand information of the prospective spouse. Similarly coming out of marriage is also an equally tough task. Read More…
Do you feel that your partner is hiding from you about his or her buddies? Is your spouse dishonest with you or does she/he have some illegal property that is hidden from you? In that case, you have landed on the proper place. At AMX Detective Agency, we help you to explore and recognise your partner movements and activities in detail and with precision. Read More…
Divorce Case investigation demands professional research so that the divorce case is solved with complete justice. AMX Detective Agency Pvt. Ltd. has a certified and experienced group that works to resolve instances with thorough and honest evidences. Our agency is one of the best sites that has an experience of handling the complexity of such cases within the given time period. Read More...
Age, loyalty and human relationships have been bonded together and their existence is not anything without either of them. Loyalty is similar to the taste of a cup of orange juice whose flavour cannot be felt till the orange is completely wringed. Loyalty holds a special place for an individual mainly when it comes to marriage and relationships. If you feel even a slight sliver of doubt about your partner cheating on you with someone else, owing it to your spouse’ changing preference of fragrance, garments and footwear, then select AMX Detective Agency Pvt. Ltd.’s ‘Loyalty Test Investigation’, and clear your doubts right away. Read More...
When all of sudden, you begin noticing unusual conduct of your spouse as though he/she is hiding something from you, or has changed likes and dislikes, you may need to confirm the scenario to gain the truth so that you may want to live a peaceful life with sanity. Read More…
Court instances could grow to be a nightmare spoiling the credibility other than the harassment faced. Advocates, regulation corporations are employed but the simplest of an argument in the court calls for backing of evidence to confirm that argument. AMX Detective Agency Pvt. Ltd. has the distinctiveness in it to help such litigation cases to achieve success. Read More…
Our main aim to back up our cases is make videos or click pictures for videographic/photographic proof, wherever viable. We catch hold of the culprit at just the right time, before it turns too late! At the same time, our skills also come in use when we have to find a missing pal, immoderate school pal, girlfriend, boyfriend, army associate, acquaintance or misplaced love. Read More…
An undercover or covert operation is specifically achieved covertly. Someone being underneath the gaze of a selected detective company, would never know that they're being spied. The renowned AMX Detective Agency Pvt. Ltd. in Delhi is expert in Undercover Operations. Read More…
Surveillance is one of the key features investigation. Our team at AMX discreetly monitors the activities of an individual and keeps track of the outdoor activities, which involve the places visited, people met, and observing the action and communication of an individual. Video Surveillance makes the research clear and stronger. Read More…
Pre-employment testing holds an extreme importance to rightfully screen and pick the most suited and loyal candidates for jobs. Without thorough and detailed investigation, there could be possibility of legal problems since assessments aren't valid, dependable, or are improperly applied. With our secret investigations, we could perceive the candidates at their most natural behavior. Pre-Employment checking can cause additional enterprise benefits, together with saving time and value in the choice technique, decreasing turnover, or even enhancing morale. Read More...
Post employment verifications is just as important as Pre-Employment verifications. While pre employment check plays a critical role in helping protect the companies from dishonest employees, only few companies realize that Post-Employment checks, conducted at regular intervals throughout an employee's term of tenure, is equally important in protecting company assets. We, at AMX, make you aware about all their past activities and thereby assist you in taking the decisions for hiring quicker and simpler. Read More…
AMX Detectives Pvt. Ltd. is one of the leading detective agencies in India providing Asset Verification Detective Services, which can help you in assessing the situation of your case and planning accordingly. We provide Asset ownership details, Asset location information, Asset registration information, Asset value, Encumbrance Certificate in case of immovable property to find the sales / purchase history, Asset tax and assessment information, types of properties, residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, land, time-share, mobile etc. Moreover, our team advises you based on your requirements to provide precise services you require. Further, we provide you with these services at the most cost-effective manner possible. Read More...
Are you seeking out a person which includes a deadbeat Father or am mother, a beginning discern, a family member or even a protracted lost buddy? A non-public investigator allows you to discover this man or woman. Private investigators have the knowledge to get the job completed and get it done fast. Read More...
Employee theft is an essential trouble for all organizations; either it's a big or Small Corporation. We offer a massive variety of enterprise research offerings to our corporate clients regarding numerous factors of their operations. From research of illegal interest through personnel inside the workplace to sourcing facts approximately competitors & offering protection cover for personnel, we provide entire agency investigative solution.

Read More…
AMX Detectives Pvt. Ltd. will help you out in business Interference simplest to forestall your losses. Enterprise way competition and competition can get nasty. Markets encourage competition, however from time to time matters can go to a ways and competitive behavior can cross the road into the area of the improper and tortious conduct. To stop this sort of incidence you're on the nice place which is from your expectation. Read More...
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AMX Detectives Pvt. Ltd.

Contact Person: Mr. Baldev Kr. Puri
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